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Price £1.00
Dear Fellow Gardener,

Welcome to the new catalogue for 2018.

As I write this at the beginning of February with the snowdrops, aconites and N. Spring Dawn in flower I know spring is truly on the way. Looking at the diary suggests that the next few weeks are going to be very hectic. We will of course be doing the usual shows, Springfields (Lincolnshire Daffodil Society), Harrogate and Chelsea but we are also involved in a new event at Hever Castle (Dazzling Daffodils) from 21st-25th March where I will be in attendance, so please come and visit us. At Chelsea we are at the other end of the Pavilion (stand no. GPF212) to normal so please make sure you look us up.

There are of course also many daffodil shows up and down the country during the spring and if you want to learn more about daffodils or even do a bit of competitive showing why not join the Daffodil Society (www.thedaffodilsociety.com) or visit the shows.

Enjoy your daffodils and remember they are remarkable for lifting the spirits.

Johnny Walker

Information Key:

Denotes The Royal Horticultural Society’s Award of Garden Merit

$FT = Flowering Time:
1 is the earliest, 6 the latest.

$FH = Flowering Height:
Short = up to 25cm
Medium = 25-40cm
Tall = over 40cm

These flowering heights are approximate and to be used for guide purposes only. Variances will occur due to location and site of planting.

How to order...

To Order: If you’ve already ‘parted company’ with your order form you can still order. Simply tell us who you are, what you’d like and remember to include £4.95 for P&P (UK only)

Tel: 01406 426216 using a credit/debit card
Fax: 01406 421259 using a credit/debit card
Email: walkers@taylors-bulbs.com
Website: www.bulbs.co.uk
Post: Walkers Bulbs, Washway House Farm, Washway Road, Holbeach, Spalding, Lincs. PE12 7PP and include payment by cheque or postal order.

P&P: £4.95 within mainland UK. Please call for a P&P quote to other areas.

Delivery: We fulfill orders in the order we receive them. Despatch starts September (otherwise about 2 weeks) and we will despatch from this catalogue until mid-December. Full planting instructions included with every order.
New Varieties for 2018

**GENTLEMAN AT ARMS**  
*FT: 3 FH: tall (2Y-R)*  
Registered in 2016 to mark the Queen’s 90th birthday. Strong, long lasting flower.  
*DF316: 5 for £15  DF317: 10 for £25*

**ANDROCLES**  
*FT: 4 FH: medium (4W-W)*  
Exceptional all white double. Strong stems.  
*DF310: 10 for £12  DF311: 20 for £22*

**BLESSING**  
*FT: 3 FH: medium (2Y-WW)*  
Superb form. Shades of lemon and primrose. Excellent stems and flowers.  
*DS83: 5 for £15  DS84: 10 for £25*

**PRECEDENT**  
*FT: 4 FH: tall (2W-P)*  
Superb garden flower. Slightly reflexed perianth with salmon pink corona.  
*DF333: 10 for £10  DF332: 20 for £18  DF334: 50 for £40*

**AMICO**  
*FT: 3 FH: medium (2Y-Y)*  
Exciting all yellow with smooth well balanced perianth and slightly flanged corona. Strongly scented.  
*DS103: 5 for £10  DS104: 10 for £18  DS105: 20 for £30*

**CARRARA**  
*FT: 4 FH: tall (3W-GWW)*  
Shallow bowl shaped corona that starts pale yellow quickly becomes pure white.  
*DS103: 5 for £10  DS104: 10 for £18  DS105: 20 for £30*

**STAR WARS**  
*FT: 3 FH: medium (2Y-R)*  
Deep golden yellow perianth with a deep orange red corona. Excellent border plant but also show bench quality.  
*DS40: 10 for £12  DS42: 20 for £22  DS41: 50 for £44*

**PARTERRE**  
*FT: 3 FH: tall (2W-Y)*  
Smooth white slightly reflexed perianth with a lemon yellow corona fading to white where it joins the perianth. Very strong stems.  
*DS73: 10 for £9  DS74: 20 for £15  DS75: 50 for £40*

**CONGRESS**  
*FT: 4 FH: medium (11Y-O)*  
Wide perianth segments, greenish yellow with deep orange split corona.  
*DF45: 10 for £10  DF50: 20 for £15  DF46: 50 for £35*
**Div.1 Trumpet Daffodils - All Yellow**

**ARKLE**  
*FT: 3 FH: medium*  
Deep golden yellow. Straight cylindrical corona, slight flange.  
DN105: 10 for £10  
DN106: 20 for £18

**EXEMPLAR**  
*FT: 2 FH: medium*  
Exemplary flower with strong colouring and good shape.  
DF190: 10 for £11

**GOLDEN RIOT**  
*FT: 4 FH: medium*  
Late yellow. Well formed perianth segments, neat trumpets.  
DF114: 10 for £10  
DF115: 20 for £18

**GOLD COURT**  
*FT: 3 FH: medium*  
Well formed perianth segments with a neat gold cylindrical corona.  
DS695: 10 for £10  
DS697: 20 for £18

**GOLD MEDAL**  
*FT: 3 FH: short*  
A superb golden trumpet larger than most. Strong stems. Ideal for exposed gardens.  
DF118: 10 for £11  
DF119: 20 for £20  
DF180: 50 for £42

**MALVERN CITY**  
*FT: 2 FH: tall*  
Classic all yellow daffodil. Excellent for drifts and garden borders.  
DS325: 10 for £7  
DS327: 20 for £12

**MIDAS TOUCH**  
*FT: 3 FH: medium*  
All yellow perianth and corona. Excellent garden and show bench variety. Strong stems.  
DN138: 10 for £10  
DN139: 20 for £18

**RIJNVELD’S EARLY SENSATION**  
*FT: 1 FH: short*  
Very early. Often flowers in January.  
DF124: 10 for £7.50  
DF125: 20 for £13.50  
DF126: 100 for £55

**Div.1 White & Pink**

**PINK SILK**  
*FT: 3 FH: medium*  
Pink trumpets. Excellent garden plant.  
DN130: 10 for £11  
DN131: 20 for £20

**FT** = flowering period, 1 is the earliest, 6 the latest  
**FH** = flowering height
Div. I  All White

**CREATION**

*FT: 3  FH: medium*

All white trumpet with an excellent pedigree of show bench winners as parents.

DN15: 5 for £7.50  
DN16: 10 for £14

**EMPERESS OF IRELAND**

*FT: 2-3  FH: tall*

Very wide circle of 5-6” flowers. Smooth petals behind perfect trumpet, boldly flanged.

DF152: each £15

**MOUNT HOOD**

*FT: 2-3  FH: medium*

Good size, well formed white and cream.

DF110: 10 for £7  
DF111: 50 for £32  
DF112: 100 for £55

**PANACHE**

*FT: 3  FH: tall*

Glistening white large blooms. Impeccable perianths, narrow trumpets nobly flanged.

DF153: 5 for £12  
DF158: 10 for £20

Div. I  Trumpet Daffodils - White & Yellow

**MA BELLE**  

*FT: 3  FH: medium*

Good white and yellow trumpets are rare, so this makes a welcome addition to our range.

DS36: 10 for £12  
DS37: 20 for £20

**BRAVOURE**

*Withdrawn for increase.*

---

**Daffodils**

**FT** = flowering period, 1 is the earliest, 6 the latest  
**FH** = flowering height

---

**SAVE £13.95**

**SPECIAL DAFFODIL COLLECTION H**

10 each of By Jove, Mount Hood Milligreen & Soldier Brave  
All individually labelled - inc. P&P

**DC06: 40 bulbs for £28**  
(catalogue value £41.95)

---

**www.bulbs.co.uk**
Daffodils

FT = flowering period, 1 is the earliest, 6 the latest • FH = flowering height

Div.1 Reverse Bi-colour

HONEYBIRD FT: 3 FH: tall
Mid lemon flower of good form. Tall strong stems. Good reverse.
DF163: 10 for £10
DF164: 20 for £18

MILLGREEN FT: 1 FH: tall
Opens pale greenish yellow but quickly reverses. Sharp lemon corona. Prolific bulb and flower producer.
DF166: 10 for £12
DF167: 20 for £20

PISTACHIO FT: 3 FH: medium
Lemon yellow perianth with lighter yellow corona slowly reverses to white.
DF1401: 10 for £15
DF1403: 20 for £28

SPELLBINDER FT: 2 FH: tall
Broad petals, noble trumpet opens greeny lemon. Trumpet later passes to almost pure white with a sparkle of lemon around the lip.
DF169: 10 for £8  DF176: 20 for £14
DF170: 50 for £30

Div.2 Large Cupped Daffodils - All Yellow

CAMELOT FT: 4 FH: medium
Large robust & rounded. All gold circular perianth & bold crown.
DF10: 10 for £6  DF11: 20 for £11
DF12: 50 for £20  DF13: 100 for £35

GOLDEN AURA FT: 3 FH: tall
One of the best yellows for shows & gardens. Widely overlapping petals and bell crown. Superb quality, strong and imposing.
DF2214: 10 for £10  DF213: 20 for £18  DF2216: 50 for £36

GOLDEN JOY FT: 3 FH: medium
Very smooth corona and perianth of deep gold.
DS47: 10 for £10  DS49: 20 for £17  DS48: 50 for £35

ST. DAVID’S DAY FT: 3 FH: tall
Excellent strong yellow perianth with golden yellow corona. Ideal for borders and containers. Strong plant.
DS30: 10 for £8  DS31: 20 for £14

ST. KEVERNE FT: 1-2 FH: medium
Used by Barbara Fry for breeding at Rosewane because of its resistance to basal rot. Deep golden yellow with trumpet-like cup.
DF27: 10 for £6  DF28: 50 for £20
DF29: 100 for £35  DF292: 250 for £60

STRINES FT: 3-4 FH: medium
Winner in shows & gardens. Evenly spaced overlapping petals.
DF210: 10 for £10  DF301: 20 for £18  DF211: 50 for £36
Div.2 Reverse Bi-Colour

**ALTUN HA**  
*FT: 3 FH: medium*  
Broad, soft greenish lemon petals. Yellow rim to white corona.  
DN146: 10 for £10  DN147: 20 for £18  
DN148: 50 for £40

**AVALON**  
*FT: 3 FH: medium*  
Rich lemon cream flowers. Corona whitens as it matures.  
DN14: 10 for £8  DN29: 20 for £14  
DN26: 50 for £30

**BINKIE**  
*FT: 3 FH: tall*  
Starts dark lemon but lightens as it matures. Petals and bowl near pure white. Strong and readily naturalises.  
DF2178: 10 for £6  DF2179: 20 for £11  
DF2180: 50 for £22

**DAYDREAM**  
*FT: 3-4 FH: medium*  
Rich lemon in flat broad rounded perianths. Bold trumpet crown rapidly turns much paler and ends white.  
DF2181: 10 for £11  DF2182: 20 for £20

**LEMNOS**  
*FT: 4 FH: tall*  
Lemon perianth, darker corona that fades to leave a lemon frill.  
DS415: 10 for £6  DS416: 20 for £11  
SPECIAL OFFER - DS417: 50 for £20

**PASTORALE**  
*FT: 3 FH: tall*  
Well balanced perianth of lime-yellow, corona becomes white.  
DSP112: 10 for £7  DSP113: 20 for £12  
DSP114: 50 for £25

---

**SAVE £7.95**

**SPECIAL DAFFODIL COLLECTION E**

10 each of Binkie, Daydream, Avalon & Altun Ha  
All individually labelled - inc. P&P

**DC02: 40 bulbs for £32**  
(catalogue value £39.95)
Div.2 Yellow & Orange

**BANTAM**  
FT: 5  FH: medium  
Brilliant garb of gold and scarlet on wiry stems.  
DF217: 10 for £8  DF216: 20 for £14  DF218: 50 for £30

**BRACKENHURST**  
FT: 2  FH: tall  
Yellow perianth, contrasting red cup. Long lasting flowers.  
DF2266: 10 for £8  DF2267: 20 for £14  DF2268: 50 for £30

**FEELING LUCKY**  
FT: 4-5  FH: medium  
Pointed gold petals, neat tangerine scalloped crowns but ages to blazing scarlet. Late and long lasting.  
DF232: 10 for £7  DF233: 20 for £12  DF234: 50 for £25

**FLY HALF**  
FT: 3  FH: tall  
Smooth golden yellow perianth with a strong red corona. Ideal garden plant & good show bench variety.  
DS228: 10 for £8  DS227: 20 for £14  SPECIAL OFFER - DS229: 50 for £28

**KRAKATOA**  
FT: 2  FH: tall  
Thick golden perianth with a sunproof orange corona.  
DSP73: 10 for £8  DSP74: 20 for £13

**MIRAR**  
FT: 3  FH: tall  
Frilled orange corona encircled by primrose yellow perianth.  
DN30: 10 for £11  DN31: 20 for £20

**MODERN ART**  
FT: 3  FH: medium  
Circular perianth, deep orange semi-double cup. Prolific and sunproof.  
DF242: 10 for £14  DF243: 20 for £25  DF244: 50 for £50

**PARICUTIN**  
FT: 4  FH: tall  
Wide rounded yellow petals, very wide spun saucers of deep scarlet. DSP109: 10 for £11  DSP110: 20 for £19  SPECIAL OFFER - DSP108: 100 for £50

**PIPE MAJOR**  
FT: 5  FH: tall  
Strong near-red corona. Perfect perianth flange.  
DF100: 10 for £6  DF101: 20 for £11  DF102: 50 for £22  SPECIAL OFFER - DF103: 100 for £30

**SEALING WAX**  
FT: 2-3  FH: tall  
Tall, strong, large flowers with wide petals of rich gold behind neat smallish goblets of deep orange red. A first rate plant.  
DF245: 10 for £7  DF246: 20 for £12  DF247: 50 for £24

---

**BEST SELLER**

- **Bantam**
- **Fly Half**
- ** Pipe Major**
- **Brackenhurst**
- **Feeling Lucky**
- **Krakatoa**
- **Miran**
- **Paricutin**
- **Sealing Wax**

**FT** = flowering period, 1 is the earliest, 6 the latest  •  **FH** = flowering height
**Daffodils**

*FT = flowering period, 1 is the earliest, 6 the latest  •  FH = flowering height*

---

**Div.2 Yellow & Orange continued**

**SOLDER BRAVE**  
**FT:** 5-6  
**FH:** medium  
Very late gold & scarlet. Medium sized brilliant sunproof flower. Thick smooth substance, crown nicely flanged.  
**DF249:** 10 for £12  
**DF2499:** 20 for £20

**SPORTSMAN**  
**FT:** 4  
**FH:** medium  
Excellent for the border or show bench. Smooth yellow perianth with deep red cup.  
**DS96:** 10 for £8  
**DS95:** 20 for £14

**VULCAN**  
**FT:** 1  
**FH:** tall  
Beautifully groomed, firm flowers of deep gold and dark scarlet. Flat perianth and good sized neat crown.  
**DF250:** 10 for £7  
**DF251:** 20 for £12

---

**Div.2 Yellow & Pink**

**ALEXIS BEAUTY**  
**FT:** 3  
**FH:** short  
Greenish yellow perianth with yellow-orange corona, showing a slight touch of pink. Ideal for windswept gardens. Fragrant.  
**DN10:** 10 for £10  
**DN11:** 20 for £18

**CHEMEKETA**  
**FT:** 3-4  
**FH:** medium  
Balanced perianth of lime yellow with a light pink corona. Excellent garden and show bench variety.  
**DN121:** 5 for £22  
**DN122:** 10 for £40

**NEW WORLD**  
**FT:** 3-4  
**FH:** tall  
Mid-lemon perianths. Widely flanged crowns tinted warm pink which deepens.  
**DF2112:** 10 for £9  
**DF2113:** 20 for £16  
**SPECIAL OFFER - DF2114:** 50 for £20

**TICKLED PINKEEN**  
**FT:** 4  
**FH:** medium  
Light greenish yellow perianth segments with white halo where they join the strong pink corona. Fragrant.  
**DNS2:** 10 for £10  
**DNS3:** 20 for £18

**WIDGEON**  
**FT:** 3-4  
**FH:** medium  
Lemon sulphur flat petals with a shell pink crown.  
**DF2115:** 10 for £10  
**DF2116:** 20 for £17  
**SPECIAL OFFER - DF2117:** 50 for £25

---

**Div.2 All Red**

**AMBERGATE**  
**FT:** 3-4  
**FH:** tall  
Flamboyant flower! Wide crowns of rich scarlet. Glowing tangerine petals.  
**DF255:** 10 for £15  
**DF254:** 20 for £28  
**DF256:** 50 for £55

**LIMBO**  
**FT:** 4  
**FH:** tall  
Orange flushed perianth with a flattish bowl shaped cup of deepest red.  
**DF257:** 10 for £10  
**DF259:** 20 for £18  
**SPECIAL OFFER - DF265:** 50 for £30

---

**BEST SELLER**

- **Soldier Brave**
- **Vulcan**
- **Alexis Beauty**
- **Chemeketa**
- **Widgeon**
- **New World**
- **Ambergate**
- **Limbo**

---

www.bulbs.co.uk
Div.2 White & Yellow

**CORBRIDGE**  
*FT: 3 FH: tall*  
DF2145: 10 for £8  DF2146: 20 for £14  DF2147: 50 for £26

**FRAGRANT BREEZE**  
*FT: 3 FH: tall*  
Impressive scented variety. Well formed corona, evenly shaped. Crowned by a well rounded and overlapping white perianth.  
DF2154: 10 for £12  DF2155: 20 for £22  DF2156: 50 for £46

**GEORGIE BOY**  
*FT: 2 FH: medium*  
White perianth, strong yellow corona, slight roll to the edge. Very strong plant. Named to mark the birth of Prince George.  
DS10: 10 for £7.50  DS11: 20 for £13  DS12: 50 for £25

**GREEN ISLAND**  
*FT: 3 FH: medium*  
Wide overlapping segments with frilled edge of green/lemon.  
DN174: 5 for £12  DN176: 10 for £22

**ICE FOLLIES**  
*FT: 2 FH: tall*  
Broad white stars with very wide flared saucer crowns of lemon primrose to cream with maturity. Very prolific.  
DF2157: 10 for £5  DF2158: 50 for £18  DF2159: 100 for £28

**MANON LESCOUT**  
*FT: 4 FH: tall*  
Smooth white evenly balanced petals with a corona of interesting shades of yellow and orange.  
DF2163: 10 for £14  DF2164: 20 for £25

**ROULETTE**  
*FT: 3 FH: medium*  
Smooth white perianth segments nicely rounded at the apex with a greenish yellow corona which is orange at the rim.  
DN212: 5 for £8  DN213: 10 for £14

**SPRING DAWN**  
*FT: 1 FH: medium*  
Exceptionally early. Perianth of white stars with lemon corona.  
DF2169: 10 for £6  DF2170: 20 for £10  DF2171: 50 for £22

**SMILING SUN**  
*FT: 3 FH: medium*  
Smooth white perianth suffused with yellow from the straight trumpet. Excellent garden and cut flower.  
DN23: 10 for £6  DN100: 20 for £11

---

**SAVE 25%**

**SPECIAL DAFFODIL COLLECTION G**

10 each of Favourite, Widgeon Georgie Boy & Spring Dawn  
**DC01: 40 bulbs for £26**  
(catalogue value £35.45)

---

**Daffodils**  
*FT = flowering period, 1 is the earliest, 6 the latest  • FH = flowering height*
Daffodils

FT = flowering period, 1 is the earliest, 6 the latest. FH = flowering height

### Div.2 White & Pink

#### ACCENT
- FT: 4 FH: medium (ZW-P)
- Very robust and very reliable. Pure white perianth with a strong pink cup.
- DN208: 10 for £6 DN209: 20 for £11
- DN210: 50 for £22

#### CHROMACOLOR
- FT: 3 FH: tall
- Starts off a yellow pinky chrome before becoming totally pink. Very strong stems.
- DS805: 10 for £9 DS807: 20 for £17

#### COOL FLAME
- FT: 2 FH: medium
- Ruffled salmon cup. Strong vigorous plant.
- DS24: 10 for £10 DS25: 20 for £18

#### EASTERN DAWN
- FT: 4 FH: medium
- Reflected petals. Prolific flower producer.
- DF269: 10 for £9 DF270: 20 for £15

#### FILLY
- FT: 3-4 FH: medium
- Prolific white petals, pink cup, cerise edge.
- DF272: 10 for £6 DF273: 20 for £10
- DF274: 50 for £20

#### FRAGrant ROSE
- FT: 4-5 FH: tall
- Fragrant. Thick waxy white perianth with a vivid pink goblet shaped cup.
- DF277: 10 for £10 DF294: 20 for £18

#### HIGH SOCIETY
- FT: 3-4 FH: tall
- Good colour & strong stems.
- DF278: 10 for £7.50 DF280: 20 for £14

#### PERFECT LADY
- FT: 3 FH: tall
- Pristine white perianth with deep pink/red corona that is sunproof. Sweetly scented.
- DN183: 10 for £8 DN184: 20 for £14

#### PINK CHARM
- FT: 3 FH: tall
- White perianth with a strong pink corona.
- DF287: 10 for £7 DF288: 20 for £12
- DF289: 50 for £20

#### PISMO BEACH
- FT: 4-5 FH: medium
- Well balanced white perianth segments with a shallow bowl-shaped corona, bright apple blossom pink at rim.
- DS148: 10 for £10 DS150: 20 for £18

#### PRECOCIOUS
- FT: 4 FH: tall
- Ivory perianth, large bowl shaped salmon pink corona. Strong stems.
- DF2251: 10 for £10 DF2253: 20 for £18
- DF2252: 50 for £40

#### RAINBOW
- FT: 4 FH: tall
- Rounded petals amply overlap the perfectly formed cup.
- DF20: 10 for £7 DF19: 20 for £12
- DF22: 50 for £25

#### SALOME
- FT: 3-4 FH: medium
- Strong white perianth, long rich pink crown, margined yellow.
- DF140: 10 for £5 DF141: 20 for £9
- DF142: 50 for £19

#### SENTINEL
- FT: 4 FH: tall
- DSP175: 10 for £10 DSP177: 20 for £18
- DF176: 50 for £35

---

**SALE 33%**

PINK DAFFODIL COLLECTION

10 each of Eastern Dawn, Pink Charm, Pismo Beach, Sentinel & Rainbow

DC20: 50 bulbs for £32

(catalogue value £47.95)

www.bulbs.co.uk
**Daffodils**  
*FT* = flowering period, 1 is the earliest, 6 the latest • *FH* = flowering height

### Div.2 All White

**DESDEMONA**  
FT: 3  
FH: medium  
White perianth standing at right angles to a white cup which is near trumpet length. Strong stems.  
DF2190: 10 for £12  
DF2191: 20 for £20  
DF2192: 50 for £44

**EMERALD GREEN**  
FT: 4  
FH: medium  
Smooth white perianth with a shallow corona. Beautiful green eye almost black. Simply stunning.  
DN205: 5 for £8  
DN206: 10 for £15

**MISTY GLEN**  
FT: 4  
FH: medium  
All white flower with a tinge of green in the base of the corona. Excellent show bench or garden variety.  
DS58: 10 for £9  
DS62: 20 for £16

**MONA LISA**  
FT: 3  
FH: medium  
DF2199: 10 for £9  
DF2200: 20 for £16

**MOUNT FUJI**  
FT: 3  
FH: medium  
Pure white perianth and corona with green eye to the corona. Stunning flower for garden or show bench.  
DF505: 10 for £10  
DF507: 20 for £18

**SNOWBOARD**  
FT: 3  
FH: medium  
A flower of substance that will do very well in the border or on the show bench.  
DN155: 10 for £7  
DN156: 20 for £12  
DN157: 50 for £30

**WINFRITH**  
FT: 3  
FH: tall  
Icy white triangular petals neatly fluted crown of vivid white with dark eye. Excellent show variety.  
DF2217: 10 for £9  
DF2218: 20 for £16  
SPECIAL OFFER - DF2219: 50 for £30

---

---

**SAV E 25%**

**SPECIAL DAFFODIL COLLECTION F**  
10 each of Camelot, Beige Beauty, Vulcan & Kilworth  
All individually labelled - inc. P&P  
**DC03: 40 bulbs for £26** (catalogue value £34.95)

---

[Images of Daffodils]
Div.2 White & Orange

**JOHANN STRAUSS**  
FT: 3  FH: tall  
White perianth with strong orange centre. Strong stems.  
DF2130: 10 for £11  
DF2230: 20 for £20  
DF2231: 50 for £42

**KILWORTH**  
FT: 4-5  FH: tall  
Fine broad white petals. Bowl crown of deepest orange-red.  
DF2133: 10 for £7  
DF2134: 20 for £12  
DF2135: 50 for £24

**PROFESSOR EINSTEIN**  
FT: 3  FH: medium  
Long lasting white velvety perianth. Bright orange flat crown.  
DF2136: 10 for £7.50  
DF2137: 20 for £13.50  
DF2138: 50 for £24

**VICTORY**  
FT: 3-4  FH: medium  
Smooth rounded white petals with a dark orange corona.  
DSP151: 10 for £9  
DSP152: 20 for £16

**VIRGINIA SUNRISE**  
FT: 4  FH: short  
Large creamy white perianth with frilled flat orange-yellow crown.  
DF635: 10 for £8  
DF636: 20 for £14  
DF637: 50 for £30

Div.3 Small Cupped Daffodils

**BIRMA**  
FT: 2-3  FH: tall  
Tall and prolific. Oval petals held well back from deep orange goblet.  
DF37: 10 for £7.50  
DF38: 20 for £13.50  
SPECIAL OFFER - DF39: 50 for £20

**MINT JULEP**  
FT: 4  FH: medium  
Greenish yellow perianth with yellow corona and green eye. Excellent garden and show variety.  
DN20: £3 each  
DN21: 5 for £10  
DN22: 10 for £17.50

**OAKWOOD**  
FT: 3  FH: medium  
All the yellows seem to be finished when along comes Oakwood. Small yellow cup. Superb flower.  
DS69: 10 for £10  
DS70: 20 for £18

**SABINE HAY**  
FT: 3  FH: tall  
Round orange perianth. Neatly formed orange small cup.  
DF311: 5 for £18  
DF312: 10 for £30

**SUAVE**  
FT: 4  FH: medium  
Creamy yellow perianth and corona developing an orange rim to the corona as it matures.  
DN152: 10 for £12.50  
DN153: 20 for £20
**Daffodils**  
*FT* = flowering period, 1 is the earliest, 6 the latest  
*FH* = flowering height

### Div.3  All White

**DREAM CASTLE**  
*FT: 5  FH: tall*  
Rounded overlapping perianth with saucer shaped white crown. Good late show bench variety. Prolific bulb producer.  
DF341: **10 for £10**  
DF377: **20 for £18**  
DF342: **50 for £30**

**PRINCESS ZAIDE**  
*FT: 4  FH: tall*  
Pure white perianth and corona with a green eye. Excellent show bench & garden variety.  
DF208: **10 for £12**  
DF206: **20 for £22**

**TRANQUIL MORN**  
*FT: 4  FH: tall*  
Very fine rounded pure white perianth. White flat disc is almost geometrically perfect.  
DF344: **10 for £12**  
DF364: **20 for £18**

### Div.3  White & Yellow

**BEIGE BEAUTY**  
*FT: 3-4  FH: tall*  
Round perianth of circular petals. Corona lightly fluted and almost flat on the perianth. Unusual lemon beige colour.  
DSP19: **10 for £10**  
SPECIAL OFFER - DSP20: **20 for £15**

**HAMOON**  
*FT: 3  FH: tall*  
Very large flower. Immaculate circular perianth and shallow wide lemon cup, more heavily painted around the brim.  
DSP56: **10 for £12**  
DSP60: **20 for £19**

**PURBECK**  
*FT: 3-4  FH: tall*  
Tall, perfect blooms with smooth white petals and neat cups, broadly banded pink/orange. Strong.  
DF339: **10 for £15**  
DF340: **20 for £25**

**SEGOVIA**  
*FT: 3  FH: short*  
Miniature short stemmed with white petals and delicate yellow frilled cups.  
DF367: **10 for £8**  
DF368: **20 for £14**

**VERNAL PRINCE**  
*FT: 4  FH: tall*  
Large pure white smooth perianth. Deep lemon cup deepening in colour towards the rim.  
DN196: **10 for £8**  
DN197: **20 for £14**
**Div.3 White & Red**

**BLARNEY**  
FT: 3  FH: tall  
Pointed white satin petals form double triangle background. Flat disc of apricot.  
DF313: 10 for £10  
DF314: 20 for £15

**DOCTOR HUGH**  
FT: 4  FH: medium  
Pure white overlapping perianth. Orange/red crown and green eye.  
DF321: 10 for £12.50  
DF318: 20 for £20

**EDNA EARL**  
FT: 4  FH: tall  
White perianth with well balanced overlap.  
DF322: 10 for £12  
DF323: 20 for £20

**LANCASTER**  
FT: 4  FH: tall  
Smooth perianth. Large yellow flat crown, orange rim and green eye.  
DN116: 10 for £15  
DN117: 20 for £27

**TULLYBEG**  
FT: 5  FH: medium  
Pure white smooth perianth. Red/yellow corona with deep green eye.  
DF370: 10 for £10  
DF371: 20 for £16  
SPECIAL OFFER - DF372: 50 for £30

---

**Div.3 Rimmed Small Cups**

**DREAMLIGHT**  
FT: 4  FH: medium  
Broad rounded white perianth segments with a greenish white corona and orange/red rim.  
DS29: 10 for £11  
DS27: 20 for £20

**EMINENT**  
FT: 3-4  FH: tall  
Thick polished petals slightly reflexed. Green throat with lemon rim to cup.  
DF349: 10 for £12  
DF350: 20 for £20

**GOSSAMER**  
FT: 3  FH: tall  
Very prolific. Slight reflexed petals, neat lemon cups with pink margin. Ideal for cut flower.  
DF352: 10 for £7  
DF353: 20 for £12  
SPECIAL OFFER - DF354: 50 for £20

**REDSTART**  
FT: 3-4  FH: tall  
Glistening white perianths with slight backwards tilt. Pink/red cups.  
DF355: 10 for £8  
DF356: 20 for £14  
SPECIAL OFFER - DF363: 100 for £30

**ROYAL PRINCESS**  
FT: 4  FH: medium  
Pure white perianth with bowl shaped corona of white edged with orange/red.  
DN171: 10 for £12  
DN172: 20 for £22

---
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Div.4 Double Daffodils - Yellow & Red

**BEAUVALLO**n **FT:** 3 **FH:** tall
Superb yellow and red double with very strong stems and neck.
DF172: 10 for £12
DF174: 20 for £20
DF173: 50 for £45

**JACK THE LAD** **FT:** 3 **FH:** medium
Lemon petals alternating with golden corona segments. Strong garden plant.
DF421: 10 for £12
SPECIAL OFFER - DF434: 50 for £40

**TAHITI** **FT:** 2 **FH:** tall
Large rounded blooms of rich gold & orange red. Strong stems and excellent vase life. Always in the awards table.
DF30: 10 for £6
DF33: 20 for £11
DF31: 50 for £20

**MANLY** **FT:** 3 **FH:** tall
Stunning double from the Richardson stable.
DF411: 10 for £10
DF413: 20 for £18

Div.4 All Yellow

**RIP VAN WINKLE** **FT:** 2 **FH:** short
Popular short all yellow double. Naturalises exceedingly well.
DF90: 10 for £4
DF92: 20 for £7
DF91: 50 for £15

**TETE DE LUXE** **FT:** 1-2-3 **FH:** short
A new form of Tête-à-Tête that has the same characteristics as it’s parents, with short sturdy stems, the double flowered heads hold up well. Tete de Luxe is also ideal for containers and borders.
DS101: 10 for £11
DS102: 20 for £20

**HEAMOOR** **FT:** 3 **FH:** medium
Rich golden yellow petaloid segments, slightly darker corona segments.
Excellent show and garden variety.
DN60: 10 for £10
DN61: 20 for £18

Div.4 White & Pink

**DELNASHAUGH** **FT:** 4-5 **FH:** medium
Two rows of stunning petals with soft pink segments.
DF615: 10 for £8
DF617: 20 for £14
DF616: 50 for £25

**MY STORY** **FT:** 2 **FH:** short
Excellent double for exposed gardens, only grows to 30cm. Rounded perianth of pink with white corona segments.
DS844: 5 for £7
DS845: 10 for £12.50

**EXOTIC BEAUTY** **FT:** 4 **FH:** medium
Double white perianth surrounds a pink frilled corona.
DN40: 5 for £19
DN41: 10 for £34
**Div.4 White & Yellow**

**DOUBLE STAR**  
FT: 3  FH: medium  
Strong, sturdy stems. Snowy white petals with whirls of orange/yellow petals. Good garden plant. Fragrant.  
DN134: 10 for £11  DN135: 20 for £20  
DN136: 50 for £42

**LINGERIE**  
FT: 3/4  FH: medium  
Multi-layers of white petaloids interspersed with yellow segments. Sturdy stem and neck making this an excellent garden plant.  
DN192: 5 for £8  DN193: 10 for £15

**POPEYE**  
FT: 2  FH: medium  
Fragrant. White perianth segments with a creamy yellow corona giving a full double cup.  
DF203: 10 for £14  DF204: 20 for £25

**UNIQUE**  
FT: 3-4  FH: tall  
First class certificate flower. Large well formed white and yellow double.  
DF431: 10 for £10  DF430: 20 for £18  
DF432: 50 for £40

**WAVE**  
FT: 4  FH: short  
White perianth, segments slightly reflexed with a filled corona of yellow and white segments. Good strong stems.  
DN159: 10 for £15  DN160: 20 for £27

**Div.4 White & Orange**

**ACROPOLIS**  
FT: 4  FH: tall  
Fragrant. Broad white petals intermingled with inner segments of orange red.  
DF446: 10 for £6  DF447: 20 for £11  DF448: 50 for £22

**GAY KYBO**  
FT: 3  FH: tall  
Multi-layers of cream white petaloids interspersed with orange segments. Very strong variety.  
DN19: 5 for £15  DN28: 10 for £25

**MARY COPELAND**  
FT: 5  FH: medium  
Scented. Round petals, deep red inner short segments.  
DF452: 10 for £12  DF471: 20 for £20

**Div.4 White Doubles**

**CALGARY**  
FT: 4  FH: medium  
Pure white double form of Thalia but slightly later flowering though just as long lasting. Usually two flowers per stem.  
DF468: 10 for £10  DF469: 20 for £18  DF470: 50 for £35
Div.5 Triandrus

**Hawera**  
*FT: 3-4 FH: short*  
Lemon dwarf with several hanging cups and reflexed oval petals. Very dainty.  
DF54: 15 for £5  
DF55: 50 for £14  
DF56: 100 for £25

**Ice Wings**  
*FT: 4 FH: short*  
Up to three perfect ice-white blooms per stem.  
DF57: 10 for £12.50  
DF58: 20 for £24

**Katie Heath**  
*FT: 3 FH: short*  
Superb soft pink triandrus type sometimes the perianth can be reflexed. Often more than one flower per stem.  
DF302: 10 for £7  
DF303: 20 for £12  
DF304: 50 for £22

**Thalia**  
*FT: 3 FH: short*  
Old variety with sharply reflexed narrow petals and nodding cups all in pure white.  
DF70: 10 for £5  
DF71: 50 for £20  
DF72: 100 for £35

**Tresamble**  
*FT: 3 FH: medium*  
2/3 flowers per stem. Broad petals, gently reflexed cream cups.  
DF513: 10 for £7  
DF512: 20 for £12  
DF514: 50 for £25

**Tuesday’s Child**  
*FT: 3-4 FH: medium*  
Outstanding! Gently swept back, wide white wings that carry the crowns of bright sulphur. Usually 2 or 3 flowers to a stem.  
DSP148: 5 for £12  
DSP149: 10 for £18  
DSP150: 20 for £32
Daffodils

FT = flowering period, 1 is the earliest, 6 the latest • FH = flowering height

Div.6 Cyclamineus

BERYL  Withdrawn for increase.

COTINGA  FT: 3 FH: short
Ivory white reflexed perianth. Flared corona of apricot pink slightly deeper at the rim.
DF677: 10 for £8.50  DF678: 20 for £16

FEBRUARY GOLD  FT: 1-2 FH: medium
Slightly reflexed petals and longish crowns. Ideal for pots & naturalising.
DF120: 10 for £5  DF121: 50 for £20  DF122: 100 for £36

JACK SNIPE  FT: 2 FH: short
Little bicolour with long pointed petals and neat, dark gold cups.
DF60: 10 for £7  DF61: 20 for £12  DF62: 50 for £22

JENNY  FT: 2-3 FH: short
Satiny smooth, long pointed petals swing back from slender trumpets. Opens a pale bicolaour and matures white.
DF627: 10 for £10  DF628: 20 for £19  DF629: 50 for £45

JETFIRE  FT: 2 FH: short
Reflexed oval golden petals and trumpet crown of rich tangerine.
DF650: 10 for £5  DF651: 20 for £9  DF652: 50 for £20

LEMON SILK  FT: 2 FH: short
True cyclamineus with swept back perianth and corona of pale yellow that turns white as it matures.
DN42: £6 each  DN43: 5 for £15

PEEPING TOM  FT: 1 FH: medium
Well reflexed petals with long narrow golden trumpets. Great at naturalising. This is one of the best known of its kind.
DF656: 10 for £10  DF657: 20 for £18  DF658: 50 for £40

PUPPY  FT: 1-2 FH: short
Glowing golden blooms with long narrow trumpets neatly serrated and open at the brim. DSP200: 10 for £10
DSP201: 20 for £18  SPECIAL OFFER - DSP202: 50 for £30

RAPTURE  FT: 2 FH: short
All yellow reflexed perianth with a smooth cylindrical corona.
DS277: 10 for £8  DS278: 20 for £14

TURNCOAT  FT: 3 FH: short
Lovely reflexed flower which goes through a series of colour changes as it matures.
DN202: 10 for £7  DN203: 20 for £12.50
Daffodils

**FT** = flowering period, 1 is the earliest, 6 the latest • **FH** = flowering height

**Div.6  Cyclamineus** continued

**WARBLER** **FT: 3 FH: short**
Reflexed petals tightly packed so that one thinks there are two coronas. Ideal for containers. DN186: 10 for £10
DN187: 20 for £19
DN188: 50 for £45

**VELOCITY** **FT: 2 FH: short**
Yellow perianth strongly reflexed with a sun-proof cylindrical bright orange-red corona.
DS138: 10 for £10
DS139: 20 for £18
DS140: 50 for £40

**WISLEY** **FT: 3 FH: medium**
Soft lemon almost white reflexed perianth. Deep yellow frilled corona.
DN45: 10 for £7.50
DN46: 20 for £13
DN47: 50 for £30

---

**Div.7  Jonquils**

**CURLEW** **FT: 3 FH: medium**
Rare white Jonquil. Up to 3 fragrant flowers per stem.
DF750: 10 for £7
DF751: 20 for £12
DF752: 50 for £27

**GOLDEN ECHO** **FT: 3 FH: medium**
Cream white perianth, long yellow corona. Fragrant.
DN165: 10 for £8
DN166: 20 for £14
DN167: 50 for £28

**HIGH NOTE** **FT: 5 FH: medium**
Lemon with paler crowns. Up to 3 wide flared crowns. Strong.
DSP62: 10 for £8
DSP63: 50 for £30
**SPECIAL OFFER - DSP72: 100 for £40**

**INTRIGUE** **FT: 4 FH: tall**
Multi-headed reverse bi-colour. Prolific bulb & flower producer.
DF710: 10 for £6
DF711: 20 for £11
DF712: 50 for £22

**KOKOPELLI** **FT: 5 FH: short**
Free flowering, sweetly scented deep yellow cup with lemon yellow perianth.
DS760: 10 for £8
DS762: 20 for £14
Div. 7 Jonquils continued

**LIEKE**  
*FT: 4 FH: medium*
Several fragrant flowers to a stem. White perianth segments with a small yellow corona and green eye that is almost black.
DS283: 10 for £9  
DS284: 20 for £16

**MARTINETTE**  
*FT: 2 FH: tall*
Up to 6 small yellow-red fragrant flowers per stem. Early flowering.
DF713: 10 for £4  
DF714: 20 for £7  
DF715: 50 for £16.50

**PET FINCH**  
*FT: 1-3 FH: medium*
DF722: 10 for £12  
DF723: 20 for £19  
**SPECIAL OFFER** -  
DF724: 50 for £30

**PIPIT**  
*FT: 4-5 FH: medium*
Multi-headed lemon flowers, reflexed petals and cups that quickly reverse to near white. Fast increaser.
DF725: 10 for £5.50  
DF726: 20 for £10  
DF727: 50 for £20

**PUEBLO**  
*FT: 4 FH: medium*
Multi-headed lemon yellow flowers that become white with maturity.
DS80: 10 for £7  
DS79: 20 for £12  
**SPECIAL OFFER** -  
DS81: 50 for £20

**QUAIL**  
*FT: 5 FH: medium*
Up to 3 rich gold flowers per stem. Flowers when most yellows have finished. Scented variety.
DF728: 15 for £4  
DF730: 50 for £12  
DF746: 100 for £22

**ROSEMOOR GOLD**  
*FT: 4 FH: tall*
Fragrant variety introduced to celebrate the RHS Bicentenary. Flowers yellow and deep gold.
RH10: 10 for £7  
RH11: 20 for £12

**STRATOSPHERE**  
*FT: 4 FH: tall*
Highly fragrant. Golden yellow perianth with strong yellow/orange corona. Produces up to 3 flowers per stem.
DF754: 10 for £9  
DF755: 20 for £14

**SUN DISC**  
*FT: 4 FH: short*
Perfect circle of gold with flat eye.
DF747: 15 for £5  
DF732: 50 for £14  
DF733: 100 for £25

**SWEETNESS**  
*FT: 4 FH: tall*
Velvety gold. Very flat pointed petals and neat goblets. Flowers freely.
DF737: 15 for £6.50  
DF738: 50 for £14  
DF739: 100 for £24
**AVALANCHE**  
**FT:** 2-3  
**FH:** medium  
Strong stems holding up to 16 blooms of white and yellow.  
DF85: 10 for £10  
DF86: 20 for £17  
**SPECIAL OFFER - DF84: 50 for £40**

**BRIDAL CROWN**  
**FT:** 1-3  
**FH:** short  
Scented. Officially this & Cheerfulness are doubles but this seems to be their natural home. Earlier flowering and larger than Cheerfulness.  
DF87: 10 for £7.50  
DF88: 20 for £14  
DF89: 50 for £28  

**CHEERFULNESS**  
**FT:** 4-5  
**FH:** tall  
Several white and cream scented double flowers per stem.  
DF810: 10 for £7  
DF811: 50 for £25  
DF812: 100 for £40  

**CHINITA**  
**FT:** 3-4  
**FH:** tall  
Tall, rounded primrose flowers. Neat flat eyes rimmed orange and red.  
DF813: 10 for £6  
DF814: 20 for £10  
**SPECIAL OFFER - DF828: 100 for £30**

**CRAFORD**  
**FT:** 1  
**FH:** medium  
Very early clusters of scented white/tangerine blooms. Often pre-Christmas when forced.  
DF816: 10 for £7  
DF817: 20 for £12.50  
DF818: 50 for £27  

**FALCONET**  
**FT:** 2  
**FH:** medium  
Lots of small flowers on a stem making each stem look like a bunch.  
DF819: 10 for £4  
DF820: 20 for £7  
DF821: 50 for £16.50
**Daffodils**

**FT** = flowering period, 1 is the earliest, 6 the latest  •  **FH** = flowering height

---

**Div.8 Tazettas - All Fragrant continued**

**HIGHFIELD BEAUTY**  **FT:** 2-3  **FH:** tall
Each stem has 2-3 smooth rounded lemon petals with orange cups.
DF829: 10 for £10  DF8291: 20 for £18
**SPECIAL OFFER - DF830:** 50 for £30

**MINNOW**  **FT:** 4  **FH:** short
Tough little dwarf with several small flowers of white and primrose.
DF809: 15 for £4  DF832: 50 for £12  DF833: 100 for £22

**PAPERWHITE**  **FH:** medium
For indoor use only. 4-5 dainty white fragrant flowers per stem.
Flowers 6 to 8 weeks after planting.
DF835: 10 for £9  DF853: 20 for £16  DF836: 50 for £34

**SILVER CHIMES**  **FT:** 5  **FH:** medium
Up to 6 small heads per stem. White perianth and almost cream corona. Always a prize winner and nicely scented.
DF840: 10 for £8  DF841: 20 for £15  DF842: 50 for £30

**SIR WINSTON CHURCHILL**  **FT:** 4  **FH:** tall
The largest double tazetta. Several blooms per stem. White outside and mixed white, tangerine and gold inside.
DF846: 10 for £7  DF847: 20 for £12.50  DF848: 50 for £25

**SOLEIL D’OR**  **FT:** 1  **FH:** tall
Several small gold and tangerine flowers to a stem. Ideal for pots.
DF843: 10 for £7  DF844: 50 for £30  DF845: 100 for £45

**YELLOW CHEERFULNESS**  **FT:** 4-5  **FH:** tall
Primrose yellow sport of Cheerfulness.
DF849: 10 for £7  DF850: 50 for £25  DF851: 100 for £40

**GERANIUM**  **FT:** 4  **FH:** tall
Several white and orange blooms on stiff stems. Scented.
DF822: 10 for £7  DF823: 50 for £25  DF824: 100 for £40

**GRAND PRIMO**  **FT:** 4  **FH:** medium
Very strong stem. Lots of highly scented flowers at the top.
DF825: 3 for £5  DF826: 10 for £12  DF827: 20 for £19

---
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Daffodils

FT = flowering period, 1 is the earliest, 6 the latest  •  FH = flowering height

Div.9  Poeticus

**Pheasant’s Eye**  FT: 4  FH: short
An improved Bulbocodium Conspicuus. Very free flowering - a bouquet from each bulb (up to 15 blooms each). Suitable for the border, tubs or hanging baskets.
DF107: 10 for £5  DF109: 20 for £9  DF113: 50 for £20

**Felindre**  FT: 5-6  FH: medium
Similar to Pheasant’s Eye without the reflexed petals. Slightly scented.
DF97: 10 for £7  DF98: 50 for £30

**Hellenicus**  FT: 5-6  FH: short
DF915: 10 for £15  DF917: 20 for £25  SPECIAL OFFER - D918: 50 for £40

**Double White**  FT: 6  FH: medium
Rich scented, pure white. Flowers later than Pheasant’s Eye.
DF94: 10 for £11  DF95: 50 for £42

**Felindre**  FT: 5-6  FH: medium
Similar to Pheasant’s Eye without the reflexed petals. Slightly scented.
DF97: 10 for £7  DF98: 50 for £30

**Hellenicus**  FT: 5-6  FH: short
DF915: 10 for £15  DF917: 20 for £25  SPECIAL OFFER - D918: 50 for £40

**Pheasant’s Eye**  FT: 6  FH: medium
Genuine old fashioned variety. Highly perfumed flower with white recurving petals and yellow eye rimmed with red.
DF40: 10 for £7  DF41: 50 for £27  DF42: 100 for £45  DF43: 500 for £180

**Div.10  Species**

**Golden Bells**  FT: 4  FH: short
An improved Bulbocodium Conspicuus. Very free flowering - a bouquet from each bulb (up to 15 blooms each). Suitable for the border, tubs or hanging baskets.
DF107: 10 for £5  DF109: 20 for £9  DF113: 50 for £20

**Lobularis**  FT: 2  FH: short
Excellent for naturalising. Similar to the English wild daffodil. Soft primrose perianth with golden yellow corona.
DF1010: 10 for £5.50  DF1011: 50 for £22  DF1012: 100 for £39

**Obvallaris**  FT: 2  FH: short
(Tenby Daffodil) Bright yellow flowers on strong stems.
DF1016: 10 for £7  DF1017: 50 for £30  DF1018: 100 for £50
Div. 11  Split Coronas

**CHANGING COLOURS**  
*FT: 3  FH: tall*  
White perianth with a corona that changes from pale yellow to white and then pink as it matures.  
DF11904: **10 for £7.50**  DF11905: **20 for £13**  DF11906: **50 for £24**

**FFION HAGUE**  
*FT: 4  FH: medium*  
White perianth. Corona starts yellow, quickly turns pink with apricot blush. Strong stem and prolific bulb producer.  
DN69: **10 for £10**  DN70: **20 for £18**  
**SPECIAL OFFER - DN71: 50 for £30**

**HARPSICHORD**  
*FT: 4  FH: medium*  
Rounded perianth of greenish yellow with light peach pink corona.  
DN38: **10 for £15**  DN39: **20 for £27**

**MONDRAGON**  
*FT: 4  FH: tall*  
Light yellow perianth segments and contrasting deep orange corona.  
DF11907: **10 for £6**  DF11908: **20 for £10**  DF11909: **50 for £22**

**PROM DANCE**  
*FT: 5  FH: tall*  
White and yellow form of Tripartite. Prolific blooming with 2-3 flowers per stem.  
DF670: **10 for £6**  DF671: **20 for £11**  
**SPECIAL OFFER - DF672: 50 for £20**

**ROSADO**  
*FT: 4  FH: tall*  
Good grower. Strong pink corona contrasted by well shaped perianth.  
DF1117: **10 for £12**  DF1118: **20 for £20**  
**SPECIAL OFFER - DF1116: 50 for £35**

**TREPOLO**  
*FT: 4  FH: medium*  
Striking flower of white with split corona of orange white.  
DF405: **10 for £12.50**  DF403: **20 for £22**  DF404: **50 for £42**

**TRICOLLET**  
*FT: 4  FH: medium*  
Prolific bulb producer. White perianth with orange corona.  
DF1122: **10 for £10**  DF1135: **20 for £18**

**TRILUNE**  
*FT: 4  FH: medium*  
Split corona divided into 3 equal sections. White with golden corona.  
DF1126: **10 for £14**  DF1127: **20 for £25**

**TRIPARTITE**  
*FT: 5-6  FH: medium*  
Strong late flowering plant with outstanding rate of increase and prolific blooming capacity. 2 or 3 lemon gold flowers per stem.  
DF1128: **10 for £7**  DF1129: **20 for £12**  DF1130: **50 for £25**
Div. 12  Miscellaneous

Daffodils  

**‘5 Months of Colour’ Daffodil Collection**

A range of daffodil varieties specially chosen to give up to 5 MONTHS of daffodil colour in the garden.

Spring Dawn, Rijnveld’s Early Sensation, Dutch Master, Camelot, Rainbow, Sealing Wax & Pheasant’s Eye

10 of each above, all individually labelled

**SAVING £9.45** (off catalogue price)

GW1: 70 bulbs for £39 (inc P&P)

20 of each above, all individually labelled

**SAVING £21.95** (off catalogue price)

GW2: 140 bulbs for £60 (inc P&P)

For more bulb collections please see page 48 for details

---

**CORNISH CHUCKLES**  
*FT: 2 FH: short*

Excellent alternative to the ubiquitous Tête à Tête. Several yellow/orange flowers per stem. Prolific bloomer.

DS810: 10 for £9  DS812: 20 for £16

---

**TÊTE À TÊTE**  
*FT: 1-2-3 FH: short*

Outstanding dwarf. Used extensively as a pot plant & wonderful in borders, rock gardens or grass. 1, 2 or sometimes 3 flowers to 10-15cm stems. Oval yellow petals, long crown a shade darker.

DF80: 10 for £4  DF81: 25 for £8.50  DF82: 50 for £15  DF83: 100 for £27

---

**Spoilt for Choice?**

This is a blend of specially selected varieties suitable for naturalising in woodlands, lawns, shrubberies, etc. These come pre-mixed in 25kg sacks (approx. 360 bulbs per sack). Our sacks for drifts and naturalising contain many of the varieties shown in the catalogue, please see back cover for our full range of daffodils in 25kg sacks.

DF903: 1 sack £39.50  DF905: 5 sacks £170

---

**MIXED DAFFODILS IN 25KG SACKS**

This is a blend of specially selected varieties suitable for naturalising in woodlands, lawns, shrubberies, etc. These come pre-mixed in 25kg sacks (approx. 360 bulbs per sack). Our sacks for drifts and naturalising contain many of the varieties shown in the catalogue, please see back cover for our full range of daffodils in 25kg sacks.

DF903: 1 sack £39.50  DF905: 5 sacks £170

---

**CORNISH CHUCKLES**  
*FT: 2 FH: short*

Excellent alternative to the ubiquitous Tête à Tête. Several yellow/orange flowers per stem. Prolific bloomer.

DS810: 10 for £9  DS812: 20 for £16

---

**TÊTE À TÊTE**  
*FT: 1-2-3 FH: short*

Outstanding dwarf. Used extensively as a pot plant & wonderful in borders, rock gardens or grass. 1, 2 or sometimes 3 flowers to 10-15cm stems. Oval yellow petals, long crown a shade darker.

DF80: 10 for £4  DF81: 25 for £8.50  DF82: 50 for £15  DF83: 100 for £27

---

**FOR MORE BULB COLLECTIONS PLEASE SEE PAGE 48 FOR DETAILS**

---
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Daffodil Collections

**Daffodil Collection A**

**COLLECTION A - SAVE OVER £9**
Tête à Tête, Jetfire, Thalia, Minnow
25 of each above, all labelled individually.

DC12: 100 bulbs for £32

10 of each variety. **SAVE OVER £4**
DC11: 40 bulbs for £17

5 of each variety. **SAVE OVER £4**
DC10: 20 bulbs for £11

**Daffodil Collection B**

**COLLECTION B - SAVE OVER £6**
Hawera, Sailboat, Sun Disc, February Gold
25 of each above, all labelled individually.

DC15: 100 bulbs for £32

10 of each variety. **SAVE OVER £4**
DC14: 40 bulbs for £17

5 of each variety. **SAVE OVER £4**
DC13: 20 bulbs for £11

**Scented Daffodil Collection**

Bridal Crown, Falconet, Quail, Geranium, Silver Chimes
10 of each above, all labelled. **SAVE OVER £5**
DC07: 50 bulbs for £28

20 of each variety. **SAVE OVER £8**
DC08: 100 bulbs for £48

50 of each variety. **SAVE OVER £20**
DC30: 250 bulbs for £88

**Cottage Garden Collection**

February Gold, Dutch Master, Tahiti, Pheasant’s Eye
10 of each above, all labelled. **SAVE 25%**
DC16: 40 bulbs for £19.75

20 of each variety. **SAVE £8.95**
DC17: 80 bulbs for £35

50 of each variety. **SAVE OVER £25**
DC18: 200 bulbs for £61
Buy Daffodils by the Sack!

If you have large areas to plant we are able to offer the following varieties in 25kg sacks (approx. 360 bulbs). All prices on this page include postage and packing.

**Daffodils for Drifts & Naturalising**

Daffodils are beautifully suited to naturalising and planting in large, generous drifts. This is a blend of specially selected mixture of varieties suitable for naturalising in woodlands, lawns, shrubberies, etc. These come pre-mixed in 25kg sacks (each sack contains approx. 360 bulbs).

**CARLTON**  
DB01: £39.50 per sack  
DB02: £170 per 5 sacks

**DUTCH MASTER**  
DB42: £39.50 per sack  
DB43: £170 per 5 sacks

**ST. KEVERNE**  
DB07: £39.50 per sack  
DB08: £170 per 5 sacks

**ICE FOLLIES**  
DB10: £39.50 per sack  
DB11: £170 per 5 sacks

**RAINBOW**  
DB31: £39.50 per sack  
DB32: £170 per 5 sacks

**PIPE MAJOR**  
DB34: £39.50 per sack  
DB35: £170 per 5 sacks

**GERANIUM**  
DB19: £39.50 per sack  
DB20: £170 per 5 sacks

**TAHITI**  
DB37: £39.50 per sack  
DB38: £170 per 5 sacks

**FORTISSIMO**  
DB40: £39.50 per sack  
DB41: £170 per 5 sacks

**CHEERFULNESS**  
DB28: £39.50 per sack  
DB29: £170 per 5 sacks

**SALOME**  
DB13: £39.50 per sack  
DB14: £170 per 5 sacks

Walkers Bulbs at Taylors, Washway House Farm, Holbeach, Spalding, Lincs. PE12 7PP  
Tel: 01406 426216  •  Fax: 01406 421259  •  Email: walkers@taylors-bulbs.com  
www.bulbs.co.uk